Projecte ÚTER

A huge collaborative drawing that started as a research on stories about abortion in Spain and serves as a cry of freedom to decide over our bodies.
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Women are still not allowed to take decisions about their own bodies and lives. Struggles are still necessary to demand and defend such rights, as the resistance against the anti-abortion law in Poland and Spain demonstrates. These protests reveal and visibilize that the discourse around abortion is linked to a variety of other issues.

A feminist collective from Spain underscores the complexity of the abortion discourse in a huge drawing: **Project Úter.**

The image communicates people’s stories about sexual and reproductive health, history related to abortion, maternity and community building, and serves as a cry of freedom to decide about our own bodies.

The project uses these drawings as a tool to communicate all the stories it has collected in order to break the taboos that still surround the abortion discourse. As a form of resistance and empowerment, Project Úter aims to give voice to the silences and to re-appropriate negatively connoted metaphors and narratives about women.

We as the student representative body of political science together with the working group Gender and Politics of the IPW are honoured to welcome this project Úter in Vienna.

In a **two-hour workshop** we are going to re-construct and discuss the stories of the poster, share knowledge and experiences.

Snacks and drinks will be provided for all of us!